
Welcome



Sons Arise

• Rom 12:1 do not be conformed to this 
world – removing the programming that 
has come from outside in from nature, 
nurture or trauma is a key

• Rom 8:29 For those whom He foreknew, 
He also predestined to become 
conformed to the image of His Son, so 
that He would be the firstborn among 
many brethren;



Sons Arise

• Act 3:20 and that He may send 
Jesus, the Christ appointed for 
you, 21 whom heaven must 
receive until the period of 
restoration of all things about 
which God spoke by the mouth of 
His holy prophets from ancient 
time.
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Sons Arise

• The soaking room is the place of 

preparation of soul and body to be able 

to radiate the glory of God as sons of 

light by engaging God’s frequencies

• Where our physical aspects of our 

transformation begin to bring our bodies 

into wholeness and release our 

supernatural abilities



Sons Arise

• 5 aspects of the Hebrew marriage 
mirror this process

• Lakah – Garden

• Segullah – Dance Floor

• Mikvah – Soaking Room

• Kiddushin – Betrothal with the 
Ketubah under 1st huppah 

• 2nd Huppah – Bridal Chamber



Sons Arise
• The marriage requires a Ketubah and 

the Ketubah requires a Mikvah. 

• Without engaging the preparation 
process there can be no 
consummation. 

• When we engage the soaking room it 
can open up corresponding heavenly 
realm experiences in the pools and 
fire 



Sons Arise

• Identity derived from earthly sources 
and perspectives will be challenged 

• Our conformity to the world through 
our life experiences of nature, 
nurture and trauma are exposed and 
brought into the light

• The soaking room is the Mikvah
preparation for the betrothal



Sons Arise

• Not only do things get removed 
but things get changed and added 
to give us the ability to live in dual 
realms 

• Tadpole gets legs and a new 
respiratory system so as a frog it 
can live in the dual realms of 
water and land.



Sons Arise
• Many times bible characters are 

placed in a place of restriction to 
prepare for them for destiny

• Jacob under Laban

• Moses in the wilderness

• David in the Adullam’s cave

• Jeremiah in anguish of soul

• Joseph and Esther prepared



Sons Arise

• Joseph was prepared in the pit, in 
slavery, in stewardship and in the 
prison of obscurity until the time 
was right when his dreams and 
destiny would be fulfilled. 

• Esther 12 months of preparation 
before she could come before the 
king



Sons Arise

• Soaking room engages the body and soul to 

prepare them to radiate glory 

• Realigns our frequencies it restores 

resonance, harmony and balance. 

• Excitation of light by waves of specific 

frequencies where our DNA photons are 

energised

• We become sons of light living in physical 

and emotional health and wholeness.



Sons Arise

• God as our Father is calling us to 
embrace the restrictions of 
transformation to receive the 
freedom of our sonship

• To receive the full revelation of 
our eternal destiny to live multi-
dimensionally



Sons Arise

• John 3:30 He must increase, but I 
must decrease.

• He adds to me what is like Him

• He takes away from me what is not 
like Him

• Surrender where I present myself to 
Him so I can be changed and 
conformed to sonship



Sons Arise

• What is soaking?

• Soaking to make or allow (something) 
to become thoroughly wet by 
immersing it in liquid.

• Immerse, steep, submerge, 
submerse, dip, sink, dunk, bathe, wet, 
rinse, douse, marinate, souse, pickle

• To baptise in water, spirit and fire



Sons Arise

• The Soaking Room is the place of 
preparation in the river of life and the 
river of fire

• Baptised in the river of life

• River of life is living water, it is not H20 
but the very essence of life encoded 
within the frequencies of God

• Sound of many waters the creational 
frequencies of God’s voice



Sons Arise

• Soaking is to be marinated or pickled 
in the very essence of life

• Eternal life carries a frequency that 
calls our being back into wholeness 
or alignment with our eternal pattern

• Mikvah preparation is necessary to 
be ready for the covering huppah of 
His presence. 



Sons Arise

• Isa 43:2 “When you pass through 
the waters, I will be with you; And 
through the rivers, they will not 
overflow you. When you walk 
through the fire, you will not be 
scorched, Nor will the flame burn 
you.





Sons Arise

• Soaking in the higher frequency of His 
love

• Soaking in the higher frequency of His 
spiritual words 

• John 6:63 It is the Spirit who gives 
life; the flesh profits nothing; the 
words that I have spoken to you are 
spirit and are life.



Sons Arise

• River of life vibrates with frequencies 
that will cause our DNA to trigger 
change and resequencing. 

• Resonance can take place where our 
frequency is raised to a higher level.  

• Trigger health and wholeness as each 
organ of our body comes into resonant 
agreement with the pattern of our 
creation. 



Sons Arise

• This revelation of frequencies is being 
used through essential oils 
substances with high frequencies that 
can be used to realign our bodies.  

• Healing frequencies through sound, 
tones, solfeggio frequencies 

• Retuning instruments to different 
frequencies 440 to 432 



Sons Arise

• They are all valid revelations that we 
can use to aid transformation

• By engaging the soaking room we can 
directly begin to resonate with the 
higher levels of the spiritual 
frequencies that flow from the 
thrones of God and from God's 
person. 



Sons Arise
• Gen 1:2 The Spirit of God was moving 

(hovering, brooding, vibrating) over 
the face of the waters.

• Overshadowing, brooding, vibrating 
of the Holy Spirit produces change

• Luke 1:35 The angel answered and 
said to her, “ The Holy Spirit will 
come upon you, and the power of the 
Most High will overshadow you



Sons Arise

• Tree of life has fruits that produce 
frequencies and fragrances for 
purification and preparation. 

• Matt 2:11.. Then, opening their 
treasures, they presented to Him gifts 
of gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

• Luke 23:56 Then they returned and 
prepared spices and perfumes.



Sons Arise

• Oils and perfume are symbolic of 
Holy Spirit’s anointing

• Isa 10:27 So it will be in that day, 
that his burden will be removed 
from your shoulders and his yoke 
from your neck, and the yoke will 
be broken because of the 
anointing



Sons Arise
• Esther 2:12 Now when the turn of 

each young lady came to go in to King 
after the end of her twelve months 
under the regulations for the 
women—for the days of their 
beautification were completed as 
follows: six months with oil of myrrh 
and six months with spices and the 
cosmetics for women



Sons Arise

• Esther 4:14 … And who knows 
whether you have not attained 
royalty (called to the kingdom) for 
such a time as this?”

• We are called to be royal priests to 
expand kingdom government and as 
sons answer creations groan for 
freedom and restoration



Sons Arise

• What is overshadowing?

• Vibrating energy of Holy Spirit in the 
river of life that causes:

• Shaking vibrational shifting

• Realignment, transformation and 
wholeness 

• Resonance and harmony with our 
identity and destiny



Sons Arise
• All matter has frequency, which is best 

described as an electric current or 
vibrational energy. 

• Familiar examples are light and sound 
waves.

• Everything including our bodies, 
thoughts and emotions have frequency

• The frequencies we are in contact with 
have an effect on us



Sons Arise

• Sound, colour and movement 
working together in harmony have 
an affect on the natural and 
spiritual dimensions opening 
portals and dimensional gateways

• Flags, banners moved in specific 
ways can change atmospheres



Sons Arise

• A substance with a higher frequency 
can raise a lower frequency due to the 
principle of entrainment - the tendency 
for two oscillating bodies to lock into 
phase so that they vibrate in harmony.

• This principle is key to understanding 
the effect of different frequencies have 
on our personal electromagnetic 
frequencies



Sons Arise

• ESSENTIAL OILS

• The power of frequency is one reason why 
essential oils have healing capabilities. 

• They are the highly concentrated life-force of 
the plant, they have high frequencies. 

• When applied to the human body (either 
internally or externally), they will raise the 
body’s specific frequencies, therefore 
promoting healing and restoration.



Sons Arise

• The power of music

• David played his harp for King Saul when he 
was tormented by evil spirits. 

• His music was restorative- it was pure 
worship of God, and it raised the frequency 
of the atmosphere. 

• This is why the evil spirits had to flee as they 
could not stand the higher frequency of the 
pure musical frequencies



Sons Arise

• We have all experienced the effects of 
different frequencies in music? 

• Some music soothes our souls and 
brings peace, while some music breaks 
this open.

• It is the spirit/frequency of the music 
that we are experiencing, and it will 
affect us either good or bad.



Sons Arise
• Matching frequency

• An opera singer, hitting a certain high 
note, can make glass shatter. 

• The sound of her voice is matching the 
frequency of the glass, but her voice 
eventually overpowers the glass. 

• The glass molecules can no longer hold 
together and so they break apart and 
shatter. 



Sons Arise

• Even thoughts and feelings have a 
vibratory quality that forms a 
measurable frequency. 

• A negative mental state can lower a 
person's frequency by 10-12 MHz.

• A substance or influencing factor -
such as thoughts, emotions, and 
frequency devices can also raise or 
lower our frequencies. 



Sons Arise
• For example, a positive mental attitude 

in prayer or meditation can raise our 
frequency by 10-15 MHz.

• The human body vibrating within its 
normal vibratory range between 62 and 
68 MHz is considered in a state of 
health. 

• Energy disturbances in the body will 
often precede the appearance of 
disease and illness in the physical body.



Sons Arise

• The normally harmonious coherent 
frequencies of the body easily go out 
of “tune” when a person experiences 
physical or emotional stress. 

• When the human frequency range 
drops below the norm of 62 
megahertz, this is when abnormal 
processes can begin to develop.



Sons Arise

• Properly “retuning” the body to its 

original frequency brings it into balance 

and restores its natural harmonic 

resonance – illness either doesn’t 

manifest or is resolved.

• The universe is vibrationally out of sync, 

tune or balance with the spiritual or 

quantum realm that holds it together



Sons Arise

• Human cells can start to change 
(mutate) epigenetically when their 
frequency drops below 62MHz 
through trauma

• 58 MHz is the frequency of your body 
when you have a cold or the flu.

• When candida is present within your 
body, you vibrate at a frequency of 
55MHz.



Sons Arise

• 52 MHz is the frequency of a body 
with Epstein-Barr virus present.

• 42 MHz is the frequency of a body 
wherein cancer can appear.

• When the death process begins -
the frequency has been measured 
at 20 MHz.







Sons Arise

• Sounds as words have frequency. That is 
why the power of life and death is in the 
tongue (Pro18:21).

• Words of truth (light- high frequency) 
can promote healing, while words of lies 
(darkness- no frequency) can be 
destructive even producing death. 

• God Himself spoke the universe into 
existence- His words are words of LIFE!



Sons Arise

• 1 Thes 5:23 Now may the God of 
peace Himself sanctify you entirely; 
and may your spirit and soul and 
body be preserved complete, 
without blame at the coming of our 
Lord Jesus Christ.

• Harmony and balance functioning 
as an integrated whole being



Sons Arise

• We need to be whole in all three areas of 

body, mind, and spirit. 

• Prov 14:30; 17:22; 18:14

• If one eats healthy, yet has unhealthy 

attitudes or experiences grief/depression, 

their overall health suffers

• Negativity will lower our frequency, 

causing us to be susceptible to sickness



Sons Arise

• There are many “spiritual” people 

who are still sick, because they do 

not eat healthy.

• Depression, grief, sadness, anger, 

negativity and unforgiveness can 

actually program our DNA to produce 

sickness and disease



Sons Arise

• Love, joy, peace, praise 
thankfulness and forgiveness can 
program our DNA to produce 
healing, health and wholeness

• Healing anointed prayer and 
laying on hands release 
frequencies that can repair and 
reprogram our DNA



• Rev 3:20 Behold, I stand at the 
door and knock; if anyone hears 
My voice and opens the door, I 
will come in to him and will dine 
with him, and he with Me.



• Close your eyes

• Activate your imagination as the 
doorway to encounter

• Begin to think about that door

• Begin to picture the door
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• Picture the door handle now reach 

out and open the door

• Begin to picture that fountain of 
living water flow in your spirit

• Engage the river ankle deep lie in it 
drink from it

• The river is flowing God presence 
starts to envelope you



• Invite the river of His presence into 
the garden of your heart

• Follow the flow into the Soaking 
Room










